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All-new 2009 Vibe. Dynamic by design.  

Vibe 2.4L shown in Liquid Platinum Metallic, Vibe GT shown in Red Hot Metallic, Vibe AWD shown in Jet Black. 
Some photos in this catalog may contain optional equipment.

A comprehensive list of standard features artfully combine to give the all-new 

Vibe a dynamic mix of performance, functionality, safety and style. They  

include: a sleek, sculpted form over an agile, athletic stance; four-wheel disc 

brakes with ABS, traction control and StabiliTrak for confident performance; 

five-door convenience; five-passenger seating; and flexible storage. Plus 

power-adjustable outside mirrors and a strong lineup of safety features that 

includes active head restraints for both driver and front passenger. And with 

three distinct Vibe personalities, the fun starts with choosing.

Vibe
Modern efficiency. With an EPA-estimated  

32 hwy mpg, Vibe 1.8L achieves economies  

while shunning compromise. A driver-focused  

interior, an MP3 audio jack and tire pressure  

monitoring are all standard. Looking for efficiency 

with more power? Check out the Vibe 2.4L.

Vibe AWD
Effortless capability. A rugged, functional look; 

plenty of power; intelligent all-wheel drive  

and AWD-tuned fully independent suspension; 

responsive ride/handling characteristics. From  

a standard roof rack to available 17-inch wheels,  

it’s ready for just about anything.

Vibe GT
Seductive performance. A unique sporty  

look from front to rear plus leather-trimmed  

seating, steering wheel and shift knob. A 

powerful 2.4L VVT-i engine, performance-

tuned fully independent suspension and 

18-inch aluminum wheels. Even its 320-watt 

audio is about performance.



   
Vibe’s dynamic design helps you get the most for your dollar. Every model gives you a standard rake/telescoping steering wheel, fully bolstered 
driver and front-passenger seats, 60/40 fold-down rear seats and an audio system with an iPod®/MP3 jack and standard XM Radio (includes 
three-month trial).†† Unexpected touches include cupholders in each side door and the convenient household-style electrical outlet described on  
page 05. With Vibe 1.8L and 2.4L, the suspension and electric power steering are “touring” tuned for light but precise steering characteristics  
and a comfortable ride. Standard four-wheel disc brakes and a full slate of active chassis controls provide excellent maneuverability. 

Vibe 1.8L: Efficient use of fuel. With  

Variable Valve Timing (VVT) on both cams  

making on-the-fly adjustments in response 

to throttle demand, you enjoy better 

highway fuel economy than the Nissan 

Versa, Mazda3 5-door and Dodge Caliber.† 

Vibe: Modern efficiency.  

††See page 19 for more on XM Radio.     iPod is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

† Base model comparison with manual transmission. 
EPA-estimated 32 hwy mpg; Nissan Versa 31 hwy  
mpg; Mazda3 5-door and Dodge Caliber 29 hwy mpg.
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   Vibe shown in Liquid Platinum Metallic.

Vibe 2.4L. Efficient production of power. 

Under the hood is the 2.4L VVT-i engine that 

powers the Vibe AWD and Vibe GT, with  

20 percent more horsepower and 27 percent 

more torque than the 1.8L. Along with that, 

you get the Rear Cargo Management System 

(see following pages). And if you go with  

the available 5-speed automatic, you still 

enjoy an EPA-estimated 29 hwy mpg.

Efficient design. Vibe’s poised stance is,  

in part, a function of a wider rear track  

and a longer wheelbase than the Audi A3.  

Deep within, Vibe features a car-like body-

frame-integral structure that provides  

exceptional strength. This results in a rigid, 

stable foundation for optimal tuning of  

the suspension, enabling chassis systems 

engineers to dial-in a specific driving feel  

to match each model’s distinct personality.

Efficient use of space. All Vibe models 

provide on-demand accommodation of 

changing needs for family, friends and fun. 

The interior is surprisingly roomy, and even 

with five on board there’s 20 cubic feet* 

of cargo space behind the rear seats. In a 

few seconds, the rear seats are down, and 

you have nearly 50 cubic feet* to work or 

play with—more than Mazda3 5-door and 

Dodge Caliber.** So if you’re thinking of 

hauling a large-screen HDTV home, you’re 

getting the picture.

   * Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and 
distribution.

 ** All competitive comparisons based on latest 
available information at the time of printing.
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All Vibe models have 20.1 cubic feet* of cargo capacity with the 60/40 rear seats up. With single-lever  
convenience, they fold independently to suit particular needs and provide nearly 50 cubic feet* with both  
sections down. A flat composite load floor and a series of rubberized strips reduce cargo slippage and  
scuffing. Four heavy-gauge chrome tie-downs allow you to secure a wide variety of items. Standard  
on Vibe GT, Vibe AWD and Vibe 2.4L is a fold-flat passenger seat with integrated seatback tray that 
provides table-top functionality as well as carefree hauling of larger items with the liftgate closed.

Vibe‘s inner SUV.  

* Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
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Further functionality. In all, there are  

over 15 different storage locations within  

the Vibe 1.8L interior, from a hidden change  

drawer to map pockets as well as cupholders  

in each side door. Shown above, the Rear 

Cargo Management System integrated within  

the load floor brings that figure to 25 and  

opens an array of possibilities. It is standard  

on Vibe 2.4L, Vibe AWD and Vibe GT and 

available on Vibe 1.8L. 

Plug in. In addition to the conventional 

12-volt automotive electrical socket, all 

Vibe models feature a 115-volt three-prong  

household-style AC electrical outlet. 

Conveniently located on the center console 

just below the shift lever, it allows you 

to charge a portable electronic device or 

a laptop without special adaptors. This 

feature is not available on Mazda3 5-door, 

Scion xB, Nissan Versa and base Dodge 

Caliber SE models.

When upright, the system provides access  

to reconfigurable dividers, multiple hooks 

for bagged items, two net-divided sections  

of storage and a recessed bin large enough 

to hold two one-gallon beverage containers. 

If all that’s not quite enough, a roof-mounted  

luggage rack is standard on Vibe AWD and 

available on Vibe 2.4L.
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Vibe GT: Seductive performance.  

This is the Vibe that brings out the performance potential of a solid, agile platform and a powerful, 
responsive engine. Fittingly, Vibe GT rolls on standard machine-faced 18-inch aluminum wheels.  
A sport front fascia with rally-inspired fog lamps leads to uniquely styled side rockers.

Everything starts with the engine. In this 

case, the 2.4L VVT-i with its lightweight 

aluminum block and magnesium head. Peak 

numbers are 158hp and 162lb-ft of torque, 

more power than the Mazda3 5-door. But 

the real story is how variable valve timing 

on all 16 valves produces the flat power 

curves that mean a spirited response to the 

throttle at any rpm.

Vibe GT shown in Red Hot Metallic.

Hands-on involvement. Vibe GT’s standard  

transmission, a crisp-shifting 5-speed manual,  

is sure to delight the enthusiast. But consider 

the available electronically controlled 5-speed 

automatic, optimally geared to deliver a 

combination of exceptional smoothness, fuel 

economy* and acceleration at low rpm. And 

as for the fun of a manual, the automatic is 

equipped with Driver Shift Control capability, 

meaning you can shift for yourself with just  

a quick tap of the shift lever.

* EPA-estimated 21 city/29 hwy mpg  
automatic, and 21 city/28 hwy mpg 
manual.
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Embroidered with the GT insignia, Vibe GT’s seats are leather-trimmed, as is the steering wheel 
and shifter knob. The steering wheel is equipped with controls for the 320-watt premium sound 
system that includes a rear 8-inch subwoofer for rock-solid bass presence. Vibe GT also comes 
standard with remote keyless entry, power door locks, power windows, cruise control and the Rear 
Cargo Management System. Final touches include an aero-enhanced sport rear fascia with spoiler 
and an exhaust diffuser with an oversized chrome tip.
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Performance handling. Anticipating that 

you’d want to have a bit of fun with the 

power of the 2.4L engine, we equipped  

the GT with fully independent suspension. 

We also gave GT an integrated damper 

connecting the front suspension towers, 

bringing added cross-vehicle stiffness for  

an enhanced reaction to steering inputs.

GT also includes 18-inch wheels, larger in 

diameter than the standard wheels on the 

Audi A3 or BMW 328 Sport wagon. And 

we tuned the suspension, the steering 

and the chassis controls to deliver taut 

handling and highly responsive steering 

characteristics, enhancing connectivity 

between the driver and the road. Vibe GT: Seriously well-equipped.  



Vibe AWD: Effortless capability.  

Get smart: intelligent all-wheel drive.  

An electronically controlled, on-demand all-

wheel-drive system integrates data from all of 

Vibe’s electronic chassis controls, apportioning  

torque distribution to the front and rear 

wheels depending on road conditions and 

driver demand. The system optimizes fuel 

economy** during normal driving by keeping 

most of the torque up front, but constantly 

feeds some torque to the rear, so there is no 

harsh engagement when conditions change. 

Vibe AWD shown in Jet Black.

**EPA-estimated 20 city/26 hwy mpg.

The Vibe AWD model is for those looking for more capability. All-wheel drive is simply not available on Mazda3 5-door and Nissan Versa.  
And Vibe AWD carves a tighter turning diameter than the AWD Dodge Caliber by almost two feet. The 2.4L VVT-i engine provides 
more power and better highway fuel economy than comparably equipped 4WD SUV’s like Ford Escape and Mazda Tribute.* And fully  
independent suspension, tuned for AWD touring, provides excellent handling capability and control in a wide variety of road and weather  
conditions. In keeping with its broad capabilities and enviable power, Vibe AWD is differentiated with AWD badging and a roof rack.
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* Vibe AWD EPA-estimated 26 hwy mpg; Escape and Tribute 24 hwy mpg.

Should the front wheels slip due to rain, snow 

or mud, the system seamlessly distributes 

additional torque to the rear wheels with no 

action needed from the driver. And since  

every Vibe is oriented toward performance, this  

system also directs more torque to the rear 

wheels during straight-line acceleration and 

high cornering input.
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  * A note about child safety: Always use safety belts and  
the proper child restraint system for your child’s age and  
size. Even with Passenger Sensing System, children are  
safer when properly secured in a rear seat in an appropriate  
infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-facing  
infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped  
with an active frontal air bag. Be sure every occupant  
is properly restrained. See the Owner’s Manual for more  
safety information.

** See page 23 for additional OnStar information. Call  
1-888-4ONSTAR (1-888-466-7827) or visit onstar.com  
for system limitations and details.

Controlling interests. All Vibe models 

feature the precision of electric power-assist 

rack-and-pinion steering and the power  

of four-wheel disc brakes with aluminum  

calipers. For those times when the road turns 

slippery, standard active chassis controls  

include ABS, traction control and StabiliTrak, 

one of the world’s most advanced stability 

enhancement systems. Stability enhancement  

is an extra-cost option on most Dodge  

Caliber models and not available  

on Mazda3 5-door Sport  

base model. 
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Vibe puts driving precision at your fingertips. It does so while surrounding you with advanced 
structural and functional features that allow it to combine room for five adults, flexible management  
of space and a quiet, refined ride. Designed for people who spend much of their time on the go, 
Vibe’s greatest asset may be that you can assign it just about any role—with confidence.

Confidence at every turn.  
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Additionally, every Vibe model features  

active head restraints for driver and front 

passenger, a feature not available on 

Dodge Caliber. In rear collisions, the 

restraints tilt forward, closing the distance 

between your head and the restraint,  

helping to reduce the risk of injury.

Safety first. All Vibe models feature the 

same strong lineup of standard safety 

features, including six air bags. There are  

frontal and seat-mounted side thorax  

air bags for driver and front passenger,  

plus head curtain side air bags for all  

outboard occupants.* Seat-mounted side 

air bags are an extra cost on Dodge Caliber.

For your peace of mind. All 2009 Vibe models 

come standard with one-year OnStar** Safe &  

Sound® Plan. OnStar is a fully integrated in-vehicle  

system offering safety, security and convenience. 

With unlimited access to highly trained OnStar 

Advisors ready to help with virtually any situation  

you encounter on the road. You can add more 

convenience features with the available Directions  

& Connections® Plan, which includes Point of  

Interest lookup of over 10 million points of interest.  

Your Pontiac dealer will hook you up.



The centerpiece of this driver-oriented design statement is a gauge cluster featuring bold  
geometric shapes. The distinctive metallic trim plates create a motif carried throughout the  
cabin. Note the seamless integration of the instrument panel’s displays and controls into  
one clean, harmonious piece of craftsmanship, a characteristic of the whole interior. We also  
incorporated a host of acoustic applications to reduce noise from wind, road and powertrain.  

Modern art.

Vibe GT interior shown in Ebony.
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An oversized glove box with partitioned 

storage is ample enough to secure large 

items. Another convenient touch is a 

spring-loaded swing-out hook located  

on the passenger side of the console that 

can keep bagged items from spilling.Accommodations await. Fitting the  

interior to the driver, the steering column 

has both telescope and rake adjustments. 

Accommodating just about every other 

need is a floor-mounted center console 

between the front seats. It incorporates 

dual-stage armrest storage that includes  

a rubber mat and removable, adjustable  

dividers that can be configured to fit  

virtually any size beverage container. In fact,  

Vibe features a total of eight cupholders.



Sculpted for five.
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Whatever Vibe model you consider, the seats call out for special notice. The front sport 
buckets are highly sculpted to provide welcome support when testing Vibe’s dynamic 
performance capabilities. The second row also features sculpting that provides individual  
comfort for three more adults, with a vertically adjusting head restraint for all three 
positions. Typical of Vibe’s level of refinement are retractable assist handles for  
all four outside seating positions.

Power sunroof. Available on Vibe 2.4L, 

Vibe AWD and Vibe GT; control module 

includes a holder for sunglasses.

Vibe GT’s inner qualities. Taking 

the support of Vibe’s sculpted seats 

one level higher, Vibe GT’s seats are 

leather-trimmed and incorporate a mesh 

fabric that offers both front and 

rear outboard passengers additional 

stability in the corners while giving 

the interior a performance look. Also 

included are a leather-wrapped shift 

knob and a leather-wrapped steering 

wheel with audio controls.



Intimate concert venue.  

Given the fact the engineers made the Vibe interior so quiet, we had little choice but to fill it up with compelling audio, 
including a jack for your iPod/MP3 player. Standard on the Vibe model and on Vibe AWD is a 100-watt radio/CD player 
with four speakers located in the doors for intimate presence. Thirty-six presets with crossband capability allow you to select 
your favorite stations/channels from AM, FM and XM Radio* sources. A premium system (standard on Vibe GT) delivers 
320 watts of power through a Monsoon® seven-speaker array. The latter comprises midrange units in each door, tweeters 
mounted within the front doors and the punch of an eight-inch subwoofer located in the right rear cargo wall. 
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* Available in the 48 contiguous United States. $12.95 
monthly subscription required and sold separately  
after three trial months. All fees and programming 
subject to change. Subscription subject to customer 
agreement. Visit gm.xmradio.com for more details.

Standard XM Radio.* Every Vibe model comes  

with XM Radio (includes three-month trial).  

Both audio systems feature an enhanced  

XM graphic display that shows the artist, 

song and two rows of text. Whether you  

want to be entertained or informed, to laugh,  

think or sing, XM’s got the perfect channel for 

you. XM includes 69 channels of commercial- 

free music—rock to classical, jazz to country 

and everything in between. And it’s all coast-

to-coast digital-quality sound, ensuring that 

your XM performs as well  

as your Vibe.



S = Standard     A = Available     — = Not Available

Power and Performance 

Drivetrain  Front-Wheel Drive (FWD) S S — S

Electronically controlled on-demand All-Wheel Drive (AWD) — — S —

Engines  1.8L Variable Valve Timing VVT-i Dual OverHead S — — —  
Cam (DOHC), 16-valve, 4-cylinder, aluminum, with 132hp  
at 6000 rpm and 128lb-ft of torque at 4400 rpm

2.4L Variable Valve Timing VVT-i Dual OverHead Cam (DOHC),  — S S S 
16-valve, 4-cylinder, aluminum block/magnesium head, with  
158hp at 6000 rpm and 162lb-ft of torque at 4000 rpm

Transmissions  5-speed manual S S — S

Electronically controlled 4-speed automatic with overdrive  A — S —

Electronically controlled 5-speed automatic with Driver  — A — A 
Shift Control (DSC) 

Suspension  Front independent McPherson struts,  S S — — 
rear torsion beam; includes front and rear stabilizer bar

Fully independent with McPherson strut front and double- — — S S 
wishbone rear; includes front and rear stabilizer bar

FE2 ride-and-handling-tuned suspension S S S —

FE3 sport-tuned suspension — — — S

Steering  Rack-and-pinion with electric power assist  S S S S

Brakes  4-wheel disc with lightweight aluminum calipers  S S S S 
and vented front rotors and 4-wheel Anti-lock Brake  
System (ABS) 

StabiliTrak  Vehicle stability enhancement system; S S S S 
includes traction control

Exhaust  Stainless steel for long life S S S S

Chrome-plated sport tip — — — S

Battery  Maintenance-free with rundown protection S S S S

Engine Block Heater A A A A 

Comfort and Convenience

Seating  Front sport buckets with cloth seating surfaces;   S S S — 
includes vertically adjustable outboard head restraints

Front sport buckets with leather-accented seating,   — — — S 
includes GT embroidery and vertically adjustable outboard  
head restraints

Driver-side manual seat height adjuster S S S S

Front passenger seat with vertically adjustable head  — S S S 
restraint and flat-folding seatback with rear table surface  

Rear 60/40 split-bench seats, flat-folding with 3 vertically  S S S S 
adjustable head restraints

Assist Handles  2 driver and front passenger and  S S S S 
2 rear outboard with coat hooks

Instrumentation  Analog, chrome accented, includes   S S S S 
speedometer, tachometer, trip odometer, engine temperature,   
fuel gauge, outside temperature display, warning system for  
front passenger safety belts, ignition key, headlamps on and  
door ajar

Steering Wheel  3-spoke S S S —

Leather-wrapped with audio controls. On Vibe 2.4L and Vibe   — A A S 
AWD, included and only available with Sun and Sound Package.

Rake-adjustable and telescoping steering column S S S S

Leather-Wrapped Shift Knob  On Vibe 2.4L and Vibe  — A A S 
AWD, included and only available with Sun and Sound Package

Comfort and Convenience (cont’d)

Cruise Control  On Vibe 1.8L, Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD,   A A A S 
included and only available with Preferred Package 

Lighting  Interior with cargo area light S S S S

Illuminated entry with delay S S S S

Mirror  Inside rearview, with manual day/night  S S S S 
adjustment and OnStar buttons

Visors  Driver and front passenger vanity mirrors,   S S S S 
includes driver’s side pamphlet holder

Climate Control  Heater, outside air, with fan and rear  S S — — 
heat vents; does not include air conditioning

Air conditioning, single-zone manual with air filtration system A A S S

Rear HVAC vents. On Vibe 1.8L and Vibe 2.4L, included and  A A S S 
only available with single-zone manual air conditioning.

Defogger  Rear-window electric with front and side-window  S S S S 
outlets for the driver and front passenger

Windows  Manually operated S S S —

Power operated. On Vibe 1.8L, Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD,   A A A S 
included and only available with Preferred Package.

Center Console  Floor mounted, with storage, cupholders  S S S S 
and armrest

Storage  Oversized two-tier glove box, coin tray, spring- S S S S 
loaded hook for bagged items, map pockets and cupholders  
in all 4 side doors, 4 rear cargo tie-downs, dual-stage floor  
cargo box and floor storage with adjustable partitions

Rear Cargo Management System, includes integrated  A S S S 
load floor storage featuring 3-bin setup with 4 bag hooks 

Rear cargo cover  A A A A

Auxiliary Power Outlet  3-prong, household-style  S S S S 
on instrument panel, 115-volt, 100-watt, 1-amp 
(in addition to 12V outlet)

Sunroof  Power operated; includes sunglasses holder.  — A A A  
On Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD, included and only available  
with Sun and Sound Package.

Floor Mats  Color-keyed, carpeted, front and rear S S S S    

Smoker’s Package  Includes ashtray and lighter A A A A    

Entertainment Systems

U1C AM/FM stereo with CD player, seek-and-scan,  S S S —  
digital clock, Radio Data System (RDS)*, programmable  
equalizer, 4 speakers, TheftLock and auxiliary input jack 
for iPod/MP3 player

ULA AM/FM stereo with CD player and MP3 playback,  A A A S 
seek-and-scan, digital clock, Radio Data System,* TheftLock,  
programmable equalizer and auxiliary input jack for  
iPod/MP3 player. On Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD, available  
separately or included with Sun and Sound Package.

U65 Monsoon 7-speaker system, 320-watt with amplifier    — A A S 
and subwoofer. On Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD, included 
and only available with Sun and Sound Package.

XM Radio  With a wide variety of programming, XM has S S S S 
something to excite any driver. Whether you want to be  
entertained or informed, to laugh, think or sing, XM has  
the perfect channel for you, and in digital-quality sound.  
Available in the 48 contiguous United States. $12.95 monthly 
subscription required and sold separately after three  
trial months. All fees and programming subject to change.  
Subscription subject to customer agreement. Visit  
gm.xmradio.com for details.

Vibe, Vibe AWD, Vibe GT

E X T E R I O R  C O L O R S

J E T  B L A C k   L I q U I D  P L A T I N U M  

M E T A L L I C  M E T A L L I C

  S T E E L  B L U E 

U LT R A  W H I T E  M E T A L L I C

C A R B O N  G R A Y   M Y S T I C  B L U E 

M E T A L L I C  M E T A L L I C

N A V Y  B L U E   R E D  H O T 

M E T A L L I C  M E T A L L I C

I N T E R I O R  C O L O R S

Vibe GT Ebony leather-accented  Vibe 1.8L, 2.4L and AWD Ebony cloth
(includes leather bolsters and embroidered GT logo on seatback)
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Other Vibe Packages 

Preferred Package  Includes Remote keyless Entry,  A A A  — 
power door locks, power windows and cruise control. On  
Vibe 1.8L, includes power door locks only when 4-speed  
automatic transmission is ordered; includes front and rear variable  
intermittent wipers on Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD.

Sun and Sound Package  Includes power sunroof, ULA   — A A — 
AM/FM stereo with CD player and MP3 playback, Monsoon  
7-speaker system, leather-wrapped shift knob and leather- 
wrapped steering wheel with audio controls and jack for  
iPod/MP3 player. Requires Preferred Package.

Safety and Security

Safety Belts  3-point, driver and front passenger,   S S S S 
height-adjustable with pretensioners and load limiters

3-point, rear, all seating positions with center position  S S S S 
lap belt and head restraints

LATCH system (Lower Anchors and Top tethers for CHildren),   S S S S  
for child safety seats in the 3 rear seating positions

Air Bags  Dual-stage frontal and side-impact for driver  S S S S 
and front passenger and head-curtain and seat-mounted  
side-impact for front and rear outboard seating positions  
with Passenger Sensing System**

Head Restraints  Active restraints on front seats,   S S S S 
3-position restraints on rear seats

Door Locks  Rear child security S S S S

Door locks, manual S S S —

Power door locks. On Vibe 1.8L, Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD,  A A A S 
included and only available with Preferred Package

Remote Keyless Entry  On Vibe 1.8L, Vibe 2.4L and A A A S  
Vibe AWD, included and only available with Preferred Package

OnStar  One year of the Safe and Sound plan. Includes  S S S S 
Automatic Notification of Air Bag Deployment, Stolen Vehicle  
Location Assistance, Emergency Services, Roadside Assistance,  
Remote Door Unlock (if equipped), AccidentAssist and Remote  
Horn & Lights. Remote Door Unlock and ability to locate  
stolen vehicles varies with conditions. Call 1-888-4ONSTAR  
(1-888-466-7827) or visit onstar.com for more details.

Theft-Deterrent Alarm System  Includes motion sensor,   A A A A 
glass breakage sensor and fuel system shut-off. On Vibe 1.8L,  
Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD, requires Preferred Package.

Tire Pressure Monitoring System  Does not apply  S S S S 
to spare tire

Styling and Functionality 

Lights  Halogen composite headlamps with automatic  S S S S 
exterior lamp control and flash-to-pass feature

Daytime running lamps S S S S

Halogen front fog lamps  — A A S

Glass  Solar-Ray light tinted S S S S

Mirrors  Outside power-adjustable, fold-away, pulse washers S S S S

Wipers  Front and rear intermittent with pulse washers and  S S S — 
non-variable delay

Front and rear variable intermittent with pulse washers.   — A A S 
On Vibe 2.4L and Vibe AWD, included and only available  
with Preferred Package.

Antenna  Roof-mounted S S S S    

Rear Liftgate  With glass S S S S 

Luggage Rack  Roof-mounted with center rails   — A S —

Rear Spoiler   — — — S

Front License Plate Bracket  Included in all states  S S S S 
that require a front license plate bracket

Wheels and Tires

qB5 16" steel wheels with bolt-on wheel covers and  S S S — 
P205/55R16 all-season blackwall tires; late availability 
on Vibe AWD

P24 17" 5-spoke bright machine-faced polished aluminum — A — — 
sport wheels. Includes P215/45R17 all-season blackwall tires. 

N75 17" chrome-clad aluminum wheels. Includes  — — A — 
P215/45R17 all-season blackwall tires.

NW2 18" bright machine-faced polished aluminum sport wheels  — — — S 
with painted inserts and P215/45R18 all-season blackwall tires

  *RDS functions only where stations broadcast RDS information.

** A note about child safety. Always use safety belts and the correct child restraint for your child’s age and size. 
Even with Passenger Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in an appropriate  
infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the font seat of any vehicle equipped  
with an active frontal air bag. See the Owner’s Manual for more safety information.

   † Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
 †† Automatic transmission with ball hitch. Maximum trailer weight ratings are calculated assuming a base vehicle, 

except for any option(s) necessary to achieve the rating, plus driver. The weight of other optional equipment,  
passengers and cargo will reduce the maximum trailer weight your vehicle can tow. See your Pontiac dealer for 
additional details.

Capacities and Capabilities

Seating capacity (front/rear) 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3

Cargo volume, 2nd row seats up, cu. ft.† 20.1 20.1 20.1 20.1

Cargo volume, 2nd row seats down, cu. ft.† 49.4 49.4 49.4 49.4

Curb weight, lbs 2,856 2,985 3,284 3,075

Maximum trailer weight, lbs†† 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500

Fuel capacity, gal. (approx.) 13.2 13.2 13.2 13.2

EPA-est. mpg fuel economy city/highway 
1.8L manual 26/32 — — —

1.8L automatic 25/31 — — —

2.4L manual  — 21/28 — 21/28

2.4L automatic — 21/29 20/26 21/29

Dimensions—Interior (Front/Rear, inches)

Head room, front, without sunroof 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5  
Head room, front, with sunroof    — 38.9 38.9 38.9

Head room, rear, without sunroof 39.4 39.4 39.4 39.4 
Head room, rear, with sunroof  — 38.7 38.7 38.7

Shoulder room, front   53.3 53.3 53.3 53.3

Shoulder room, rear   52.6 52.6 52.6 52.6

Hip room, front   52.3 52.3 52.3 52.3

Hip room, rear   43.7 43.7 43.7 43.7

Leg room, front  41.6 41.6 41.6 41.6

Leg room, rear  36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2

Dimensions—Exterior (inches)

Wheelbase     102.4 102.4 102.4 102.4

Overall length    171.1 171.1 171.1 172.1

Body width    69.5 69.5 69.5 69.5

Overall height    61.0 61.0 62.8 61.4

Front track width 59.8 59.8 59.8 59.8

Rear track width  59.9 59.9 59.9 59.9 

Ground clearance 5.8 5.8 5.8 6.2

Vibe, Vibe AWD, Vibe GT

We have tried to make this catalog comprehensive and factual. We reserve the right, however, to 
make changes at any time, without notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, 
models and availability. Specifications, dimensions, measurements, ratings and other numbers 
in this catalog and other printed materials provided at the dealership or affixed to vehicles are 
approximates based upon design and engineering drawings and prototypes and laboratory tests. 
Your vehicle may differ due to variations in manufacture and equipment. Since some information 
may have been updated since the time of printing (January 2008), please check with your Pontiac 
dealer for complete details. Pontiac reserves the right to lengthen or shorten the model year for 
any product for any reason, or to start and end model years at different times.

new-vehicle  l imited warranty  This warranty is for GM vehicles registered in the 
U.S.A. See your Pontiac dealer for terms and conditions.

A 100,000-mile/5-year (whichever comes first) transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty plus 
Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation.

Covered for three years/36,000 miles, whichever comes first: The complete vehicle • Tires • 
Towing to your nearest Pontiac dealership • Cosmetic corrosion resulting from defects • Repairs 
made to correct any vehicle defect • No charge for most warranty repairs

Covered for six years/100,000 miles, whichever comes first: Rust-through corrosion

gm accessories  warranty  GM Accessories permanently installed at the time of new-
vehicle delivery are covered under the New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. If installed after delivery, 
coverage (parts and labor) is for the balance of the new-vehicle warranty or a minimum of 12 
months/12,000 miles. GM Accessories not requiring installation or purchased over the counter 
carry a 12-month warranty (parts only). Does not apply to licensed products.

corrosion protect ion  Pontiac vehicles are designed and built to resist corrosion. All 
body and sheet metal components are warranted against rust-through corrosion for six years or 
100,000 miles, whichever comes first. Application of additional rust-inhibiting materials is not 
required under the corrosion coverage and none is recommended. See your Pontiac dealer for 
terms of this limited warranty.

important note about alterations and warranties  Installations or 
alterations to the original equipment vehicle (or chassis) as distributed by General Motors are 
not covered by the General Motors New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. The special body company, 
assembler, equipment installer or upfitter is solely responsible for warranties on the body or 
equipment and any alterations (or any effect of the alterations) to any of the parts, components,  
systems or assemblies installed by GM. General Motors is not responsible for the safety or  
quality of design features, materials or workmanship of any alterations by such suppliers.

updated service  information  Pontiac dealers receive useful service bulletins about 
Pontiac products. You may purchase them from Helm Incorporated by calling 1-800-551-4123 or 
by visiting helminc.com.

assembly  Pontiac vehicles and their components are assembled or produced by different 
operating units of General Motors, its subsidiaries or suppliers to GM worldwide. We sometimes 
find it necessary to produce Pontiac vehicles with different or differently sourced components 
than originally scheduled. Since some options may be unavailable when your vehicle is assembled,  
we suggest that you verify that your vehicle includes the equipment you ordered or, if there are 
changes, that they are acceptable to you.

engines  Pontiac products are equipped with engines produced by GM Powertrain or other 
suppliers to GM worldwide. The engines in Pontiac products may also be used in other GM 
makes and models.

onstar  OnStar services require vehicle electrical system (including battery), wireless service 
and GPS satellite signals to be available and operating for features to function properly. OnStar 
acts as a link to existing emergency service providers. Subscription Service Agreement required. 
Call 1-888-4ONSTAR (1-888-466-7827) or visit onstar.com for OnStar’s Terms and Conditions, 
Privacy Policy and system limitations and details.  

a note about child safety  Always use safety belts and the correct child restraint 
for your child’s age and size, even in vehicles equipped with air bags. Even in vehicles equipped 
with Passenger Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in an 
appropriate infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the front 
seat of any vehicle equipped with an active frontal air bag. See the vehicle Owner’s Manual and 
child safety seat instructions for more safety information.

enhance your ownership  experience  The Owner Center at My GMLink is a free 
online service that helps you make the most of your vehicle ownership: Sign up for e-mail re-
minders about service visits • keep an online history of services performed • Read your Owner’s 
Manual, warranty and more online • Receive only the recall notices that apply to your vehicle • 
Watch do-it-yourself videos and much more • Register today at www.mygmlink.com.

For more information on Pontiac vehicles, visit pontiac.com or call the Pontiac Customer  
Assistance Center at 1-800-2PONTIAC.

GM, the GM emblem, Pontiac, the Pontiac logo, and the slogans, emblems, vehicle model 
names, vehicle body designs and other marks appearing in this catalog are the trademarks and/
or service marks of General Motors Corporation, its subsidiaries, affiliates or licensors. iPod® is a 
registered trademark of Apple, Inc. 

©2008 GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. LITHO IN U.S.A., 
JANUARY 2008.
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